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37 Sketches: small quilt studies 

 

Warm up your winter with a visit to a vibrant quilt exhibition opening on 13 July at Taupō 

Museum. The exhibition ‘37 Sketches’ celebrates the work of renowned American fibre artist 

Gwen Marston.  

 

Gwen has exhibited widely both at home and abroad and is also recognised for her teaching. Having 

travelled nationally and internationally sharing her skills for over three decades, she is conducting 

sought-after classes at the Taupō Symposium 2013 Fabric Art Festival. 

 

Gwen has written 26 books, two of which have won awards; Mary Schafer: American Quilt Maker won a 

2005 Michigan Notable Book award and 37 Sketches won a 2012 New York Book Show award.  

 

As well as the 37 sketches presented in the book of the same name, Gwen is displaying larger quilts that 

have developed from the inspiration of the smaller sketch. She says the purpose of doing the sketches is 

to freely explore all artistic ideas without the commitment to a big project.  

 

“In this environment, better ideas are developed which can be used in future work,” she says. “Sketches 

are for working things out, for learning and for developing your own aesthetics and techniques in a safe, 

worry-free space. They are my ticket to play. It is my experience that making a series of sketches such 

as these is like taking a crash course in design.” 

 

Taupō Museum will be open until 8.00pm on 22 July to give visitors to the symposium a chance to see 

this esteemed exhibition and an opportunity to meet Gwen Marston. 

 

The exhibition will finish on 14 August and can be viewed daily from 10am to 4:30pm. Taupō Museum is 

free to locals with proof of residence. 
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